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Plotly is a program, available on the Internet, that allows you to
create graphs of formulas and data.

After you create your Plotly account, the data and plots you create
are saved; you can terminate the session at any time, reconnect later,
and continue old work or start something new.

Plotly helps you make many kind of plots, including bar charts and
histograms, line plots, scatterplots, and plots of formulas.

Some of your work in this course will require you to create and submit
charts. We recommend using Plotly to do this.



The data for a bar chart is a list of categories (often just names), and
an associated size or count or frequency or percentage.



A histogram is similar to a bar chart, except that instead of categories
we choose use numeric ranges. Using very wide or very narrow ranges
will result in useless plots.



The data for a scatterplot is many measurements of pairs of data
which are thought to be related. Often a scatterplot can suggest an
approximate mathematical formula relating the two quantities.



A typical line plot connects dots representing a series of measurements
of data over time, or some other range.



A formula plot displays data that satisfies a mathematical relationship
such as y = 55x + 20;



If you already have an account, access Plotly at https://plot.ly/plot/



Type your x data in column 1, your y data in column 2:



Press LINE PLOT to plot the data.



Every time you enter data into a PLotly grid, it is saved. You can
retrieve it at any time during your session, or a later session. Just go
to My Charts and browse around.



Before you can use Plotly, you must create an account by choosing
SIGN UP.



The signup screen will take a username and password so Plotly can
save your data for you.



There will be several times during our course when we will need to
use Plotly to create graphics for assignments, homework or projects.

How you use Plotly depends on what kind of plot you’re making,
so when it’s time, we’ll show you the specific steps needed to make
scatterplots or histograms or bar charts or line plots or any other plot
that we need.

The biggest advantage for our class usage is that you don’t have to
install any programs on your own computer; all your work with Plotly
is done through any browser on any computer.


